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ICAS Competitions 
Don’t miss your opportunity to 

participate in the upcoming ICAS 

competitions. 

Don’t forget we need to 

wear our hats in Term 4. 

These holidays might be 

a great opportunity to 

ensure you are prepared 

for next tern. 

Virtual  Concert 
Catch up on Wednesday evening’s 

Virtual Music Concert. 

Pet Photo Comp. 
Winner announced in this weeks 

Inside Out. 

WEEK 10 

Your School Captains would like to wish you all a safe 

and happy holiday.  You have all done an amazing job 

with your online learning, and we know it hasn't been 

easy. 

We are all crossing our fingers that we will be back   

together again soon.  

 

Dates to Remember 

 

Friday 17th September  

Last day of term 3—finish at 2.30pm. 

 

Monday  4th October  

First day of term 4. 

Please note masks were removed for photo only. 
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It has been a challenging third term, with a mixture of face-to-face learning and online learning. I thank you all: our students, parents 

and staff for your persistence throughout, in what has been a strong team effort. We all hope for a more traditional Term 4.                   

I would expect that the Government will announce their plans for schools nearer the end of the holidays, which I shall pass on to you 

all. 

We have had an excellent take-up with vaccinations for COVID-19. I would like to acknowledge Anita Rennie and Max Lopez for the 

excellent logistical support they have given the Alexandra Medical Centre. I would also like to thank the staff at the medical centre for 

their efforts in vaccinating our students, providing a convenient local option and helping to keep our families safe and our community 

open.  

It was wonderful to have our music students performing in an online concert on Wednesday night. Thanks to Nick Lester and Jack 

Mithen for their work, adapting to the current environment and showcasing the abundance of young talent we have in our music  

program. It was one of the highlights of this term. 

I would like to thank Rebecca Cresswell for the sterling job she has done as our Hospitality Technician this term while Nat Cann has 

been on Long Service Leave. We are also grateful to Stef Jager for looking after Ally Crouch’s classes while she too has been on Long 

Service Leave. 

I hope you all enjoy a pleasant spring break. 

 
 
 

Principal’s Report. 

Nigel Lyttle                               Emma Kidd                                             

Nigel.Lyttle@education.vic.gov.au                                  Emma.Kidd@education.vic.gov.au 

 

Year Level Co-ordinators 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 8 

Richard Bartle 

richard.bartle@education.vic.gov.au 

Year 9 

Phil Kim 

kim.kyong-tae.k@edumail.vic.gov.au 

Year 11 

Catherine Collett 

catherine.collett@education.vic.gov.au 

Year 10 

Jacinta Marchetti 

jacinta.marchetti@education.vic.gov.au 

Year 12 

Rebecca van Lierop 

rebecca.vanlierop@education.vic.gov.au 

    Year 7 

    Penny Steuart 

     penny.steuart@education.vic.gov.au 



Our students are talking about... 
                       Their favourite subject in Term 3. 

My favourite subject this term would have 

to be Biology, we have been looking at 

the process of cloning and how it works.   

I think that is a pretty cool thing to learn. 

DANIEL COLLETT 

My favourite subject this term has been 

textiles, it gives me time away from my 

screen and I enjoy sewing. 

EMILY IRWIN 

This term my favourite subject has been  

PE, because of all the variety of sports we 

have tried. 

ASHLEY DEAN 

This term my favourite class has got to be Math 

Methods. With lockdown it has been hard to get 

stuck into work but I have found with math, there 

is nothing more satisfying than finally 

understanding a new concept or formula and 

getting the question correct! 

AMANDA MCDONALD 
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This term my favourite subjects have been PE and Humanities. In 

Humanities we are always learning something and it’s really interesting this 

term. PE because it is nice to get away from the screen and go outside. 

BILLIE BERMINGHAM 



Virtual Concert. 

 

The Music Department would like to thank everyone involved in the virtual concert held on Wednesday 
evening this week! From the students rehearsing and filming themselves, to the staff editing and        
compiling, and the audience tuning in to watch the show, all combined to make the night a great         

success. After three attempts at a live concert being postponed due to Victorian gathering restrictions, 
holding this virtual concert provided some fantastic learning opportunities and a chance to showcase 
some of our wonderful music students. It is unfortunate that our younger students in years seven and 

eight have not yet had the chance to perform live, however they proved themselves to be well in charge 
of the technology required to film and sync themselves to a backing track, as well as overcome the     

necessary musical challenges.  

 

We hope to see everyone in person for a live outdoor concert in Term Four, pending whether and       
restrictions of course! 
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Check out Archie's remote 

learning buddy (left and above 

left), he is  so friendly he even 

shares his morning tea with his 

feathered friends. 

Competition Time…. 
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Right:  Shelly is spending 

some time during       

lockdown training her 

kitten Bozo. Shelly 

helped deliver Bozo, so 

they have a very special 

bond. Look at those 

eyes!!!! 

Left:  Addison’s fur baby, 

napping while  she is 

busy at online school! 

Meet Kaidy.  She is clearly about to head out to do 

some PE with Jaidon….  What a cool dude! 

Harley (above) off 

for her lock down 

PE class with 

Mercedes. 

Above:  Rastus 

waiting patiently 

for Mercedes to 

finish school….. 

Right:  Mimi 

sending remote 

learning good 

vibes. 



And the winner is... 

Thank you to everyone who took the 

time to send through photos of their 

lockdown study-buddies.   

The winner of our competition is        

Mia Oostendorp with her gorgeous   

bunny, working online, and wearing a 

dress!! 

Congratulations Mia  

Max will contact you to organise your 

prize!  

Biology Online Excursion 

This week the Unit 4 Biology class participated in an online session with Staff from the 

Melbourne Zoo.  The Zoo had sent us a special invitation as we had two cancelled          

excursions this year due to lockdowns.  Our focus was primate evolution, however, we  

enjoyed stories of the chilled-out Ring-Tailed Lemurs exerting dominance over each other 

by “stink fighting” (definitely worthy of a Google search). We also discovered that there 

are actually three species of orangutan and the Zoo’s girl, Gabby, was shown through 

DNA sequencing to be a hybrid of two long-separated subspecies – a Bornean Orangutan 

crossed with a Sumatran Orangutan. 
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Art with Ms Fitz. 

Ava L. 

Drew C. 

Hattie L. 

Maya C. 

Maddie F. 
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Above and Below Gwen’s amazing 

artwork. 

Matilda M. 
Ash Barr-S. 

Maya C. 
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Remote learning activities. 

 

 

In one of our online VCAL classes,     

students were asked what they wish 

for, or what they look forward to       

doing.   

The following was our favourite         

response…. 

“My dream is to own a small café in 
Germany with a fire place and to have 

community events there.”  

Ryan Cairns 

 

Cert 3 in Plumbing – Shepparton (NS060721)  
Cert 3 in Concreting – Shepparton (CC060721)  
Cert 3 in Business – Benalla (PR130721)  
Cert 3 in Engineering Fabrication – Echuca (CC210721)  
Cert 3 in Engineering Mechanical – Shepparton (NS030821)  
Cert 3 in Parks & Gardens – Shepparton (CC160821)  
Cert 3 in Heavy Commercial Vehicle Mechanical Technology – 
Shepparton/Lemnos (NS240821) 
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